Effects of Co and Mn doping in K0.8Fe2-ySe2 revisited.
Accumulated evidence indicates that phase separation occurs in potassium intercalated iron selenides, a superconducting phase coexisting with the antiferromagnetic phase K2Fe4Se5, the so-called '245 phase'. Here, we report a comparative study of substitution effects by Co and Mn for Fe sites in K0.8Fe2-ySe2 within the phase separation scenario. Our results demonstrate that Co and Mn dopants have distinct differences in occupancy and hence in the suppression mechanism of superconductivity upon doping of Fe sites. In K0.8Fe2-xCoxSe2, Co prefers to occupy the lattice of the superconducting phase and suppresses superconductivity very quickly, obeying the magnetic pair-breaking mechanism or the collapse of the Fermi surface nesting mechanism. In contrast, in K0.8Fe1.7-xMnxSe2, Mn shows no preferential occupancy in the superconducting phase or the 245 phase. The suppression of superconductivity can be attributed to restraining of the superconducting phase and meanwhile inducing another non-superconducting phase by Mn doping.